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You can choose the right molding, mount, or finish to complement any object: paintings, mirrors,
textiles and more. â€œA DIY manual for making custom frames. Traditional and contemporary
techniques are presented, along with a variety of finishing techniques.â€•â€”Woodshop News. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Chapter 1 Materials and Equipment The book begins from the assumption that you own little to
know tools and then goes on to cover the basic tools need for framing. This includes sharp, modern,
color photographs with detailed descriptions of each item and how it is used. The author also does a
nice job at providing more than one tool example to accomplish the same job, such as the different
type of mat cutters. He explains the differences between the simple inexpensive models to the
costly advanced versions and how you would need to implement them. This chapter also covers the
five basic parts of a frame (backing board, picture, mat, glass, and frame) and the primary
categories of moldings. One glaring omission: there is only one brief mention of power miter
saws.Chapter 2 Making a Simple FrameThe chapter begins with cutting the mat, which after reading
through the book, you'll discover is one of the most challenging tasks in framing a picture. The
author covers several different methods in cutting a frame from a standard knife to an expensive
professional cutting system. Next is cutting and joining the frame, and looking at this book from a
woodworker's point of view, this was both inspiring and frustrating. It was an inspiration in that the
displayed techniques sent my creative thought process into motion and gave me direction as to

what type of frame I would like to design and make. It was frustrating seeing how the cutting and
joining process was oversimplified. The uninitiated in the skill of cutting and joining small pieces,
especially mitered pieces, will be very disappointed at how the process has a higher than normal
learning curve. And God help you if you skimp out on any of tools presented and opt for the wooden
miter box to produce a tight fitting 45Ã‚Â° angle.
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